Intel in Vietnam Receives U.S. Secretary of State’s Award for
Corporate Excellence 2012

HIGHLIGHTS




Intel in Vietnam won the first ever U.S. Secretary of State’s Award for Corporate Excellence
(ACE).
ACE 2012 recognizes Intel Vietnam’s efforts for its leadership in environmental protection and
transformative educational programs for community.
Intel Vietnam was selected as one of 11 finalists for the ACE 2012 from 82 nominations
submitted by U.S. ambassadors around the world and named the winner in the large
multinational enterprise category.

On 7th December 2012, Intel Vietnam hosted a ceremony to celebrate winning the U.S. Secretary
of State's 2012 Award for Corporate Excellence (ACE). This is the first time Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton has presented the award to Intel in Vietnam, which was conferred on Intel
at an event in Washington DC on 28th November 2012.
2012 is the second year in a row in which the US Embassy in Vietnam nominated Intel Vietnam
for the ACE award. Intel Vietnam was one of 11 finalists for the ACE 2012 in August, and in
October 28, Intel Vietnam became the winner in the large multinational enterprise category.
“That Intel Vietnam won ACE 2012 award is a testament to our good corporate citizenship, as
well as the tremendous and continuing impact that Intel has had in Vietnam,” explained said Ms.
Sherry Boger, General Manager of Intel Products Vietnam. “The selection recognizes Intel
Vietnam’s efforts in environmental protection through the generation of electricity through solar

power; and our participation in transformative educational programs focusing on faculty and
curriculum development through Intel Vietnam Study Abroad Program (IVS) and the Higher
Engineering Education Alliance Program (HEEAP). This includes sending local educators for
university training in the United States; and providing scholarships to disadvantaged children,
youth and women,” Ms. Boger continued.
“We are honored and proud to be selected as the winner of the ACE award this year. This mirrors
our corporate social responsibility initiatives and our mission from day one “to create a future for
Intel and for Vietnam” and our commitments have been a testament of this vision in Vietnam,”
Ms. Boger concluded.
ACE is an award bestowed annual by the U.S. Secretary of State, begun in 1999 and including any
U.S. operating in any region of the world, nominated and winning businesses are leaders in
socially-responsible activities and contribute to the overall growth and development of the local
economy in which they operate. The Department of State is committed to working with businesses
to further these best practices worldwide and to recognize efforts to improve lives at home and
abroad. For more information, please visit http://www.state.gov/e/eb/ace.

